BRIO – Best Read In Order

Year 3 Recommended Series List
Anderson, Soral

Clumsies
Obsessed with biscuits and forever
playing incomprehensible games
of their own devising, the
Clumsies are not your average
mice – and though they're
desperate to help Howard get out
of trouble with his evil boss,
they're only really good for one
thing…making a mess.

Brown, Jeff

Flat Stanley (BRIO)
A flat boy can do almost anything!
Stanley Lambchop is an ordinary
boy. At least he was, until the
night his bulletin board fell off the
wall and flattened him.

Clover, Andrew

Rory Branagan (BRIO)
Meet RORY BRANAGAN – he eats bad
guys for breakfast. Well, not
ACTUALLY. But he IS the best detective
in town.

Cobb, Amelia

Zoe’s Rescue Zoo
When Great-Uncle Horace brings back lost
and homeless animals from his travels
around the globe, it falls to Zoe, and her
mum, the zoo vet, to settle them into their
new home. She's good at this, because she
can understand what they say and talk to
them, too. But that's a secret! In this first
book, a tiny lion cub comes to stay at the
zoo and Zoe must ask Leonard, the grumpy
old lion, for his help.

…and many more titles.

Dahl, Michael

School Bus
Adventures
After school, a boy boards an oddlooking bus. Inside, the floor, the
seats, and even the ceiling are covered
with chewed-up wads of gum. Soon,
the sticky wads grow thicker, climb
higher, come alive ... and the bus
windows will not open! Can the boy
escape before the ooze takes control?
Step aboard

Donaldson, Julia

Princess Mirror-Belle
Ellen's life is turned upside down by
the hilarious Mirror-Belle, a spirited
princess who claims to be from
somewhere mysterious and far away.
She appears out of mirrors to tell Ellen
magical stories and take her on
exciting escapades. From battling with
Dragon Pox to helping out with the
local pantomime, celebrating
birthdays, having fun at the fair and
starting at a new school, there are
always adventures to be had.

Fogle, Ben

…and many more titles.

…and many more titles.

Mr Dog
You can always count on Mr Dog
to help an animal in trouble…
When Mr Dog takes a trip into
town, he doesn’t expect to stay
for long. But then he meets a fox
who needs his help – a fox who’s
very far from home…

French, Vivian

…and more titles.

The Tiara Club
Where do Princesses go to school? The
Princess Academy! There they learn all
they need to know about becoming a
proper Princess. With dramas and
tiaras, this series is full of things for
young readers to identify with and
enjoy.

…and many more titles.

French & Melling

Knight in Training
Sam J. Butterbiggins' only ambition is to be
a Very Noble Knight, but he has a problem he's been packed off to the castle next door
to stay with his aunt and uncle while his
parents are away. Not only does he have to
put up with his annoying cousin Prune,
there are also the weird creatures his aunt
looks after in her Luxury Accommodation
for Dragons, Griffins and other Regal Beasts
to contend with!

Gray, Jennifer

Travels of Ermine
Meet Ermine. She may be small but
she's on a BIG journey around the
world. Ermine the Determined is off to
explore New York! She can't wait to
visit Central Park Zoo, ride in a yellow
taxi, and zoom to the top of the
Rockefeller building! But when her
suitcase is switched, Ermine finds
some robbers are hot on her tail...

Gray, Kes

Daisy
When three actual burglaries happen
in Daisy’s town, Daisy is beside herself
with excitement. Two houses and the
fish and chip shop have been broken
into (and lots of cods and haddocks
have been stolen). Anyone could be
next!

Griffiths, Andy

…and many more titles.

The Tree House Books
Andy and Terry live in the WORLD'S
BEST treehouse! It's got a giant
catapult, a secret underground
laboratory, a tank of man-eating
sharks and a marshmallow machine
that follows you around and shoots
marshmallows into your mouth
whenever you're hungry. . Oh, and,
whatever you do, don't get trapped in
a burp-gas-filled bubble . . . !

… and more titles.

Grylls, Bear

Adventures
Olly isn't enjoying activity camp.
Why should he bother building a
shelter or foraging for food with
his teammates - he'd rather be at
home in the warm and dry, where
the sofa and the video games are.

Hoy, Chris

Flying Fergus (BRIO)
Fergus Hamilton is a boy with a big
imagination. Living with his mum and
grandad and his dog, Chimp, he
dreams of a state-of-the-art Sullivan
Swift and becoming the most brilliant
boy cyclist in the world. So when he
gets a rusty second-hand bike for his
ninth birthday he can't help feeling a
bit disappointed. But then he discovers
something amazing when he takes it
for a ride. . .

Lacey, Josh

…and many more titles.

…and more titles.

Dragonsitter (BRIO)
'Dear Uncle Morton. You'd better get
on a plane right now and come back
here. Your dragon has eaten Jemima.'
It had sounded so easy: Edward was
going to look after Uncle Morton's
unusual pet for a week while he went
on holiday. But soon the fridge is
empty, the curtains are blazing, and
the postman is fleeing down the
garden path.

Lampard, Frank

Frankie’s Magical
Football
Frankie and his team love playing
football. There's always time for a
game.
But when they win an old football at a
carnival, they're going to be
transported to a magical world of
football they never knew existed!

…and many more titles.

Layton, Neal

Tony Spears
Making new friends is never easy,
seems impossible when Tony moves to
a new town and school mid-term. But
when he finds a round red button
hidden in a cupboard, all his worries
are forgotten. The button transforms
his dull kitchen into a spaceship, called
The Invincible. There's nothing more
exciting than cruising the universe for
adventure, but what about school and
his mum?

MacDonald, Alan

Ask Oscar (BRIO)
Meet Oscar. He’s no ordinary dog . . .
Sam has wanted a dog for AGES, so when
Oscar turns up on this doorstep he can’t
believe his luck.
And when he finds out that Oscar's secret he
can’t believe his ears!
Oscar thinks humans are silly and rather
badly trained – but when the freedom of the
town’s dogs is under threat, Oscar’s about
to discover that a dog’s best friend is his
boy.

MacDonald, Alan

Dirtie Bertie
Dirty Bertie – the boy with nosepickingly disgusting habits – is
back for another helping of comic
chaos! With ever-increasing
madcap schemes and crazy
capers, Bertie continues to delight
his legions of fans who revel in his
revolting ways.

McDonald, Megan

…and many more titles.

Stink
Stink is short. And now he's shrinking!
Every day he makes his moody older
sister, Judy, measure him. When one
day he measures up shorter, Stink
decides that the time has come to take
action! But gelling his hair into spikes
fails, and Stink soon realizes that
maybe being short isn't such a
problem – he'll just have to wait till
he's older if he wants to be taller.

…and many more titles.

Mian, Zanib

Planet Omar (BRIO)
My parents decided it would be a
good idea to move house AND move
me to a new school at the same time.
As if I didn't have a hard enough time
staying out of trouble at home, now
I've also got to try and make new
friends. What's worse, the class bully
seems to think I'm the perfect target.
At least Eid's around the corner which
means a feast (YAY) and presents
(DOUBLE YAY). Well, as long as I can
stay in Mum and Dad's good books
long enough...

Michelhill, Barbara

The Number 1 Boy
Detective Collection
Damian thinks it's time to pass on
his amazing detective skills. On an
outing ot the library to teach his
eager trainees how to look for
criminals, they hit the jackpot: a
suspicious-looking lady who is
checking out a book called Loot.
But what will happen when the
kids try to apprehend their
suspect?

Nolan, Tina

Animal Rescue
Eva and Karl Harrison live at the
Animal Magic Rescue Centre with their
parents and have to help a new arrival
recover every single day. They have to
deal with a ginger kitten who's been
locked out of their football star
owner's house; find a new home for a
loveable puppy; and nurse an injured
fox cub back to health.

…and many more titles.

Owen, Laura

Winnie the Witch
Winnie shares her big black house
with Wilbur her big black cat. So
sometimes she accidentally trips over
him. Ouch! After some spells that
make Wilbur look very silly, Winnie
finds just the right magic to make sure
she can always see him.

Sparkes, Amy

…and many more titles.
Also ‘Winnie and
Wilbur’ books.

Pirate Plunderbeard
Mum is making me take part in the stupid
Pirate of the Year Award. All I have to do is
fight an enormous sea monster, (doom),
beat my oh-so-brilliant brother at
something (please please please) and find
the legendary treasure that no one has ever
found EVER in the history of EVER (easy
peasy, then). Wish me luck! Pirate
Blunderbeard.

Swift, Bella

The Animal Collection
(First in the collection) The Pug Who
Wanted to Be a Bunny:
Peggy the pug's family have adopted
an adorable little bunny, just in time
for Easter. Peggy used to be top dog,
but now she has to share their
attention with this long-eared
newcomer. Jealous of the new pet,
Peggy decides that she must become a
rabbit to compete.

Tsang, Katie &
Kevin

Sam Wu is not afraid
of…..
Sam Wu is NOT a scaredy-cat
(except he is). When a trip to
the Space Museum goes
terrifyingly wrong, Sam begins
a mission to prove to the
school bully, and all of his
friends, that he is a fearless
space adventurer.

…and many more titles.

Vulliamy, Clara

Dotty Detective
Dot loves super-sour apple sherberts,
running fast and puzzles – especially if
they’re fiendishly tricky. And with the
help of trusty sidekick, Beans and TOP
DOG, McClusky, she is always ready to
sniff out a mystery. So when meangirl
Laura seems set on sabotaging the
school talent show, Dot is determined
to find out how, and save the day…

Webb, Holly

Furry Friends (BRIO)
Sophie isn't happy about moving to a
strange new country and starting at a
new school. But then she meets
Josephine - a macaroon-eating, tutuwearing guinea pig, who lives with her
furry friends in the centre of Paris.
Josephine soon shows Sophie that
living in a new place is exciting and
being friends with a guinea pig is the
best adventure of all.

…and many more titles.

